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Synopsis

Have you ever answered the door and a Jehovah’s witnesses challenged you concerning Jesus or the scriptures? Here is a short, thorough, and easy to understand book on Jehovah’s Witness origination, doctrine, scriptural contradictions, and Christological fallacies. This is written from a youth minister’s perspective in the Church of Christ/Christian Church. This work includes a comparison chart, scripture refutation, false prophecies documentation, and presents solid arguments against JW doctrine.
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Customer Reviews

With all of the concerns over religious issues in the USA and the world over, I started exploring many religions, just to understand what motivates people and what their beliefs entail. This is just one of many books I’ve recently purchased for my Kindle. I believe knowledge brings tolerance for other belief systems and can reduce fears while also uncovering myths about religions other than one’s own.
Very easy; broken down into the serious false beliefs of this false religion

Very well written and concise. Highly recommend.

I learned quite a bit about the JW. But my worship is still in the GODHEAD GOD JESUS AND THE HOLY SPIRIT THREE IN ONE?
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